EXHIBIT DISPLAYS
EPS-Doublet’s line of display systems provides the highest level of flexibility and versatility, enabling
the ideal menu or retail display solution for any specification or application.

STRETCHED FABRIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
EPS-Doublet offers a coordinated family of tension fabric framing
solutions and full-color textile graphics. Our systems are versatile,
simple to set up and easy to transport. Best of all, these graphics can
be quickly and inexpensively updated. It can be single sided, double
sided or cubed; teamed with LED lighting, backlit or spotlit. It can
securely support LED TVs or iPads. It can be assembled for a one off
event, reused time and time again, or fixed in place in an office or retail
environment.

TRUSS DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Truss systems for your trade show booth display offer the epitome of
customization and creative layout design. Choose from myriad predetermined configurations, or let us fabricate a creation uniquely constructed
to your exact specifications. Our account managers can easily guide you
through the design of your ideal display, including footprint, graphics
and accessories. Need to consider future space requirements? Many of
the truss systems can be repurposed and reconfigured to confine to alternate space limitations, increasing the return on your investment.
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DISPLAY ONE
From a single graphics stand to a multi-panel presentation display, count
on the Display One Exhibit System to deliver. The Display One system
is simple to use, assembles in minutes without tools, and yet is durable,
lightweight and compact. Powerful in function, this versatile, expandable
telescoping system may be customized to meet your display needs.

PRESTO POP-UP
Quality and value make all the difference when it comes to these
American made portable displays. These units ”Pop-Up” and assemble in
minutes, tool-free and have adjustable leveling feet for stability. Graphics
can stay attached to frame even when closed. Presto Pop-Up displays
are ultra easy to set-up while a quality dye sub graphic ensures maximum
impact.
Straight Cube Configurations (1 square is 30” x 30”)
available 1 x 3, 2 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 3, 4 x 4, 5 x 3
Curved Cube Configurations (1 square is 30” x 30”)

COLLAGE FRAME
Create dramatic effects with layered looks. Display dye sub printed
stretch flags front to back, back to front, or on the diagonal – the
possibilities are endless. Comes complete with airline-checkable
wheeled exhibit case. NOTE: stretching at corners may occur. Images
should be kept away from corners to minimize distortion.
Straight Configurations (1 square is 30.5” x 30.5”)
available 1 x 3, 2 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 3
90 Degree Tilt Configurations (1 square is 30.5” x 30.5”)
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MEDIA WALL
A large display wall that can be set up in less than a minute – the
perfect choice for events and backdrops. Your image is printed on fabric
that is fastened on the product, which means you do not need to attach
your image to the product each time you set it up. Upon expanding
the frame, the image is automatically stretched to a smooth surface.
MediaWall is available in both straight and curved constructions and
with or without end caps for a third graphic dimension. Comes with a
wheeled nylon carry bag.
Straight Configurations (1 square is 30.25” x 30.25”)
available 1 x 3, 2 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 3
Curved Configurations (1 square is 30.25” x 30.25”)

POP-UP
A tool-free, snap-together aluminum exhibit display, which features easy
to install silicone edged graphics, supports 1 or 2-sided displays with
a single frame. Set up takes less than 15 minutes with one person, and
travels easily with its own durable shipping case.
108” x 92”

DISPLAY 1
This lightweight yet durable, tool-free aluminum exhibit display sets
up in under 10 minutes with a simple folding and locking frame and
high definition silicone edged graphics. The Pliko display may be 1 or
2-sided and is easily portable with its own durable shipping case.
108” x 92”
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FORMULATE
Add a whole new dimension to your exhibit or display with a seamless
graphic back wall. Formulate combines an easy to assemble aluminum
tube framework with stat-of-the-art high quality tension fabric graphic
imagery. Available in Straight, “S” Curved (20’ only), Vertically Curved
and Horizontally Curved configurations. Lighting, tabletop and monitor
integration accessories available.
96” x 94.5”
120” x 94.5”
240” x 94.5”

MEGA WAVE
Lightweight, portable and sturdy frames are constructed of 1-1/4”
diameter clear anodized tubing made to exacting specifications.
Extremely easy to set-up and use, the Mega Wave assembles in just
minutes, with single-sided or dual-sided pillowcase mounting with an
industrial zipper closure. Soft travel bag included
79” x 22”

COBRA STAND
Uniquely shaped freestanding structures, Cobra Stands deliver your
brand or presentation message with innovative style. Lightweight,
portable and sturdy, frames are constructed of 1” diameter clear
anodized tubing made to exacting specifications. Extremely easy to setup with assembly in minutes with color coded indicators.
24” x 140” (84” stand height)
36” x 140” (84” stand height)
48” x 140” (84” stand height)
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